
INNOVATIVE
ENERGY SAVING
SCREW COMPRESSOR



SHANGHAI SCREW COMPRESSOR CO.,LTD is a high tech Japanese joint venture with independent intellectual property, founded 
in 2000. SCR together with Anest Iwata focus on air compressor research and development, covering all aspects from manufactur-
ing through to sales, service and technical support. SCR supply a complete range of products such as high efficiency permanent 
magnet variable speed air compressors, oil free screw compressors, oil free scroll compressors, bearing free and magnetic centrif-
ugal blowers. The global sales and service network provide our customers with high-quality, energy efficient and environmentally 
friendly compressed air solutions. 
SCR's statement of “power starts dreams" signifies the close relationship with their global partners, and suppliers. SCR is commit-
ted to building an industrial world with continuous improvement for both its customers, the environment and its employees.

CHINA HEADQUARTER



The SCR PM2 range of low noise screw compressors are 
designed for the most demanding applications and feature 
an inverter controlled IP65 permanent Magnet IE4 motor.

MOTOR POWER:7.5-15KW 
DISCHARGE AIRFLOW:0.46~2.4M3/MIN
PRESSURE:7/8/10BAR





Constant pressure control avoids over generating 
site air pressure

Fast response speed for system pressure

Closed loop dynamic control and high precision 
control

Fast acceleration and deceleration characteristics 

Accurate torque control

Intelligent PID flow regulation mode

Seven major characteristics

SCR APM Series adopts a soft start system for its start-up. The Inovance VSD maintains full load current on start up to 1.5 times 
FLC- Traditional motor starters such as direct on line starters and star delta starters burden the power supply due to the high peak 
start up current which can typically be 8-10 times FLC. With variable speed soft start system, the starting current never exceeds the 
rated value.

Efficiency



Oil Cooled IE4 PM Motor

New Compressor Airend

Taper Connection Design



The new profiles rotors are machined on CNC 
profile grinders to micron accuracy.

Each air compressor must undergo an opera-
tional inspection before leaving the factory to 
verify the performance of the compressor.

All airends and compressor packages are 
assembled to the highest standards by SCR ’ s 
qualified specialists in accordance with Japa-
nese Quality Management System.

Rotors and casings for SCR airends are produced 
in a state of the art, climate controlled machining 
centres. Japanese quality management ensures 
unrivalled product quality.

The capacity is measured as GB3853 standard.(equivalent to ISO1217 Annex C)

Standard voltage is 380V/50HZ/3P, other voltage is available.

The recommended best capacity range is 60%-100%.

Alpine/high altitude, high temperature, high humidity, high dust loads or other adverse working condi-
tions will require specialized custom designs. These are available on special request.

We reserve the right to make changes and improvements to the design and appearance. Specifications 
may change without prior notice.
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